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Political science journal cover letter

Politics affects us all. Every day, policy decisions affect many areas of our lives. In what context are these decisions taken? What is power in a multi-level society? Is the State still the most important political player if it competes with international and regional organisations? Can democracy - pushed forward by the international community
- coexist with authoritarian or even totalitarian regimes? What role do ideologies play in modern politics? The course aims to understand and explain political phenomena from a critical point of view. The course material and exercises are in English, but please note that the videos are in French with English subtitles. At the end of the
course, you will be able to: Define and explain the concepts of political science Link concepts with their authors and more broadly, with the specific phenomena they refer to Understand how to analyze political events Receive a director-signed certificate with the institution's logo to check your performance and increase your job
opportunitiesAddging the certificate to your CV or resuming, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the courseDX , a non-profit, relying on verified certificates to help fund free training for all global hiring managers sometimes has hundreds of cover letters and resumes to sift through for a single job
position. Potential employees only have a few seconds to make a good first impression, and a boring cover letter could land them right in no heap. Cover letters allow employers to hear your voice, understand your intentions, and learn about your personality. Hiring managers want to know why your skills and personality are a right fit for
business and a successful cover letter should do this. Follow these eight tips from hiring experts if you want to write a cover letter that will score you an interview.1. Be yourselfYou won't sound like everyone else. Give hiring managers a sense of your personality and how you can fit into the company. One important thing we look for is
whether they have incorporated aspects of their personality into examples of how they would succeed in this position, said Margaret Freel, corporate recruiter at TechSmith Corp.Mentioning experiences that qualify you for this particular position is a way to personalize your letter, Freel added. Candidates should be concise and confident
enough to know how their track record of achievements makes them unique, and able to relate it back to the post. [Writing your resume? Follow these expert tips.] 2. Do your research and customize itJust like your resume, cover letters should be tailored to each position and company. Instead of a template-format cover letter, use
industry-specific language that refers to points description and company website. Do your research and find out who the hiring manager is and address the cover cover to them. While this is not always possible, it stands out specifically to address the hiring manager. If you're unsure who the hiring manager is, use a generic greeting — but
only as a last resort. Address the cover letter to a particular person in the company, not the general - and much hated - 'Dear sir or ma'am,' said Alina Cincan, managing director and co-founder of Inbox Translation. This shows the candidate has done some research and is really interested in working with this company, not just any
company. Christa Shapiro, director at staffing company Kforce, said one thing that always draws attention to a cover letter is to mention why you want to be part of that organization. Show a passion for the organization and industry — employers don't want to hire someone who doesn't care about their work.3. Be creativeHiring managers
are not going to finish reading your cover letter if they are bored after the first line. A strong intro should highlight experiences, years of work or something specific from job postings, suggested Chaz Pitts-Kyser, founder and author of Careeranista. Hiring managers often pay even less attention to cover letters than they do resumes, so
have nothing more than I apply for the position, and such and such in your first paragraph is key, she told Business News Daily.Another way you can do your cover letter pop is including a short story that connects you to the company through its mission and/or product. This exercise will no doubt separate you from most other candidates,
said Kenneth Johnson, chairman of East Coast Executives.4. Mention referralsIf you were introduced or associated with a hiring manager by a specific employee of the company or a mutual industry contact, be sure to include the person's name in your cover letter (with their permission). Candidates can include referrals in a cover letter to
make them stand out, said Bill Peppler, managing partner at staffing firm Kavaliro. They should always get permission for this before they name-drop, but the cover letter offers great opportunity to include a name of someone who can vouch for your skills. 5. Address potential resume concernsA well crafted cover letter does more than
explain why you are the right person for the job. It also allows you to explain items on your resume that might otherwise be considered red flags. Solving any problems that might give a hiring manager pause, such as gaps in employment, said Diane Domeyer, chief executive of staffing firm The Creative Group.6. Don't just repeat your
RESUMEWhile your cover letter should reference material from your resume, it shouldn't just be a word-by-word repeat, said Jane Trnka, executive director of the Career Development Center at Rollins College Crummer Graduate School of Business. Use the cover letter to expand where necessary and your experiences from a different
angle. Make the letter to recognise the requirements of the and culture in the organization, while highlighting the skills and experiences that align with the job description, Trnka told Business News Daily.7. Proofreading and fact checkAs with other job application materials, it is imperative to check and double check your cover letter for any
grammatical or factual errors. Even the slightest mistake can make a bad impression on the person reading your letter. If there are errors of any kind, that's a big red flag, said Guryan Tighe, partner at Speakeasy Strategies. This is your only opportunity to impress [the hiring manager] and show who you are. If there are spelling, spelling,
or formatting problems, it's generally an auto out. 8. Keep it shortHiring managers are busy and usually have a lot of programs to look at. By keeping your cover letter concise and to that point, you will improve your chances of it being read and make the hiring manager's work easier – which is always a good thing. The best cover letters
can be concise, friendly and transparent, said Chris Wood, president at Paige Technologies. The best cover letters come right to the heart of why we fit them well and why they are best suited to us. Additional reporting by Nicole Fallon, Sammi Caramela and Brittney Morgan. Some source interviews were conducted for an earlier version of
this article. Political science studies governments in all their forms and aspects, both theoretical and practical. When a branch of philosophy, political science today is typically considered a social science. In fact, most accredited universities have separate schools, departments and research centres devoted to the study of the central
themes of political science. The history of discipline is almost as long as that of mankind. Its roots in the Western tradition are typically individuated in the works of Plato and Aristotle, most importantly in the republic and politics respectively. Political science has a wide range of branches. Some are very theoretical, including political
philosophy, political economy, or the history of government; others have a mixed character, such as human rights, comparative politics, public administration, political communication and conflict processes; Finally, there are some industries that are actively engaged in political science, such as community-based learning, urban policy and
presidents and executive policy. Any degree in political science will typically require a balance of courses related to them, but the success of political science in recent history of higher education is also due to its multidisciplinary nature. What is the most appropriate political arrangement for a given society? Is there a best form of
government that every human society should be ware of, and if there is, what is it? What principles should inspire a political leader? These and related issues have been raised in the course of political philosophy. According to the ancient Greek the search for the most appropriate structure of the state is the ultimate philosophical goal. For
both Plato and Aristotle, it is only in a politically well-organized society that the individual can find true bless. For Plato, a state's function is parallels to one of a human soul. The soul has three parts: rational, spiritual and appetizing; so the state has three parts: the ruling class that corresponds to the rational part of the soul; the helpers,
corresponding to the spiritual part and the productive class corresponding to the appetiteous part. Plato's republic discusses the ways in which a state can be operated most appropriately, and by making Plato pretend to teach a lesson also about the most appropriate person to run his life. Aristotle stressed even more than Plato the
dependency between the individual and the state: it is in our biological constitution to engage in social life and only within a well-run society that we can fully realize ourselves as a human being. Humans are political animals. Most Western philosophers and political leaders took Plato and Aristotle's writings as models for the formulation of
their views and policies. Among the most famous examples are the British empirical Thomas Hobbes (1588 to 1679) and the Florentine humanist Niccolò Machiavelli (1469 to 1527). The list of contemporary politicians who claimed to have taken inspiration from Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli or Hobbes is almost infinite. Politics has always
been inextricably linked to economics: when new governments and policies are introduced, new economic arrangements are directly involved or follow up soon after. The study of political science therefore requires an understanding of the basic principles of economics. The relationship between politics and law can be taken into account.
Adding that we live in a globalised world makes it clear that political science necessarily requires a global perspective and the ability to compare political, economic and legal systems around the world. Perhaps the most influential principle according to which modern democracies are organized is the principle of division of powers: law,
executive and judicial power. This organization follows the development of political atorization in the Enlightenment, most famously the theory of state power developed by the French philosopher Montesquieu (1689 to 1755). 1755).
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